
Sponge Blasting™ System is used to:

� Blast-clean or selectively profile cast iron, carbon and
stainless steel, copper, bronze, nickel, fiberglass, zinc,
and aluminum

� Spot blast ship hulls, corrugated steel, weld seams
cargo hold-downs, deck perimeters, escape trunks and
navigational buoys

� Selectively strip voids, sump pits, fresh and grey water
tanks, rudder stock, scuppers, bridge wings, and fairings

� Clean fuel oil tanks
� Blast in sensitive areas, engine and mechanical control

rooms, fan-rooms, uptake and exhaust plenums.

New Surface Preparation Technology 
for Offshore Industry
Sponge-Jet® Sponge Blasting™System removes contaminants
and tough marine coatings from offshore rigs, jack-ups,
industrial, military and commercial ships, carriers, passenger
ferries and tankers
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� Versatile
- Cut .25 to 5-mil profiles

� Cost Effective
- Reduce consumption, transportation

and disposal costs, by reusing Sponge
Media abrasives up to 10 times

� Clean and Dry
- Improve visibility by reducing 

media break-up
- Suppress up to 93% of the dust
- Strip tough coatings, adding no run-

off, slurry or leachable constituents

� Sensitive
- Blast with little damage to substrate

- Minimize impact on surrounding 
trades or equipment with low dust
and low media ricochet

- Limit over-blasting and the need 
to reprep or repaint

Visit Sponge-Jet,Inc. at
www.SpongeJet.com
or call 603-431-6435 

to learn more about the 
Sponge Blasting System

Industry Overview



ProTec, which manages maintenance operations for over
thirty offshore rigs, wanted to extend and improve the 
life of coating systems. They chose to use Silver Sponge
Media™ abrasives. The choice was based on the clean, dry,
low dust characteristics of Sponge Media abrasives, and
their ability to limit over-blasting and most problems 
common to other blasting technologies: 

■ Over-blasting: ProTec needed to limit damage typically
caused by over-blasting. Any undetected over-blasted
areas might call for unscheduled and unbudgeted 
maintenance. Pliant Sponge Media abrasives absorb 
collision energy, limiting media ricochet to other surfaces.

■ Sensitivity: ProTec wanted to limit the
chances of damage to nearby pumps,
process piping, generators and electronic
control systems. The cause of failed 
equipment is often traced to dusty, 
conventional abrasive blasting. Porous, 
pliant and larger particle-sized Sponge
Media abrasives trap dust, limit rebound,
and diminish subsequent damage to 
nearby sensitive equipment.

■ Media Consumption: Limited platform
storage space made the need for lower
media consumption rates critical. Sponge
Media abrasives are easily reusable, 
unlike many conventional abrasive medias.

The reusability of Sponge Media abrasives lowered material costs, handling,
freight to and from the platform as well as disposal costs. Project results 
indicated lower total project costs, no over-blast, and no subsequent damage
to sensitive equipment.

Surface Preparation on Gulf
Coast Offshore Oil Platform
Progressive Technical Services, Inc.(ProTec)uses Sponge-Jet®

Sponge Blasting™System to blast pipe racks and corrugated
decks for high quality, low liability paint preparation
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Visit Sponge-Jet,Inc. at
www.SpongeJet.com
  or call 603-431-6435

to learn more about the 
Sponge Blasting System

Case History



Coating engineers with a Netherlands manufacturer of 
offshore platforms searched for a method to repair weld
seams. Welding, during assembly of the rig causes stain-
ing and damage to prepainted parts. Engineers wanted 
a repair process that would cause less damage to sensitive
surrounding parts of the rig and equipment already in
place. They chose Silver Sponge Media™ abrasives because
of the following process characteristics:
■ Low Airborne Dust - Dusty abrasives, hand tools or wire
brushes used to repair the weld seams were forbidden due
to surrounding, preinstalled turbines, pumps, and electronic
process equipment. Porous Sponge Media abrasives trap

most of what would normally release into
the air, limiting damage and impact to 
sensitive equipment - while improving the
safety of workers.

■ Controlability - Engineers wanted oper-
ators to blast new weld seams, disturbing
as little of the original coatings as possi-
ble. Pliant and porous Sponge Media abra-
sives carry conventional abrasives, but
preserve operator visibility and minimize
media rebound by trapping dust, and
absorbing collision energy on impact. 
Blasters have improved control of their
work. Narrow blasting strips and gradual
feathering are easier to accomplish.

Operators blasted six linear feet [2m] of weld seam per minute and removed
the thick, charred, epoxy coating and inorganic zinc primer without damage to
surrounding equipment, or interruption of nearby trades. In areas not
exposed to rain, the contractor was pleasantly surprised to observe no flash
rusting on three week old weld seams.

Weld Seam Repair on a North
Sea Offshore Oil Platform
Platform manufacturer uses the Sponge-Jet® Sponge
Blasting™ System to repair heat-affected weld seams with
little impact on nearby activity or sensitive equipment
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Sponge Blasting System

Case History



Goals:
� Cost competitive

� Quality surface prep

� Low rebound

� No spillage

� Minimal impact 
on other trades

� Dry process

Alternatives 
considered:

� Sand blasting

� High pressure water

� Soda blasting

� Mechanical/power tool
cleaning

Contractor’s 
choice:
Sponge-Jet’s Sponge
Blasting SystemTM

Silver Sponge MediaTM

Removal of 20 mil coal tar
and epoxy coatings from
a floating jack barge

Sponge-Jet® Silver Sponge MediaTM featuring MICROCONTAINMENTTM technology

PRODUCT

APPLICATIONS

Heavy abrasion, industrial coatings removal

“Although we considered 

other abrasive blasting 

technologies, the Sponge-Jet

Sponge Blasting System was

the only solution that would

ensure a dry, low dust, low

rebound work environment.”

Project Manager
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15x magnification

Problem: 7,000m2 (75,000 ft2) of corroded

exterior steel on a jack barge floating in

Virginia’s Chesapeake Bay required a new

coating system. But first, 500-625 micron

(20-25 mil) coal tar and 375-500 micron (15-20 mil) epoxy

coatings needed removal. A national surface preparation and

preservation contractor, was hired to prepare the surface and

apply a two-part epoxy coating system. They was challenged to

use a low dust, low rebound, dry surface preparation technology

that could be easily contained and reclaimed without contami-

nating the bay waters. Welding, burning, pipe replacement, and

other mechanical work also needed to continue uninterrupted.

Solution: Using Sponge-Jet’s Sponge Blasting SystemTM

the contractor successfully removed all coatings and repainted

with no overboard spillage and no interruptions to the work of

the other maintenance teams.

www.spongejet.com
US office: 603-431-6435
European office: +44(0)1253-390731

AVERAGE RECYCLESCLEANING RATEABRASIVEPROFILE

5-76-17m2/hr(1-3ft2/min)Aluminum Oxide75micron(3mil)
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